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Latrobe Valley Bus Line Mission Statement: Contribute to the economic growth of our community and environment by providing quality, safe, dependable, 

accessible services that are responsive to our communities needs. 

DIGNITY, RESPECT 

AND PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
“Population ageing is a global phenomenon that is both inevitable and predictable. It will change society at 
many levels and in complex ways, creating both challenges and opportunities… It is now up to the global 

community to take up the challenges it identifies and truly add life to our increasing years”  
Dr Margaret Chan, Director General World Health Organisation, 2012 

A recent focus group on ageing 
identified four areas of concern. 
Common themes to each of the 
four areas are  DIGNITY, RESPECT 
and PUBLIC TRANSPORT. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

1 - Strength of Networks 

Older people want to feel safe in 
their neighbourhood, whilst out 
shopping or enjoying nature. 
They want to be able to move 
around with confidence. 
Neighbourhood Watch, security 
lighting, and surveillance 
cameras help their confidence to 
take PUBLIC TRANSPORT and 
access good food, activities and 
company.  

2 - Intergenerational Concerns 

Constant advances in IT are 
leaving older people behind and 
forcing a greater disconnect from 
their community. Younger 
generations, dubbed the Trance 
Culture, are constantly wired and 
glued to a device and appear not 
to notice older citizens, 
especially in queues or if 

standing on PUBLIC TRANSPORT. 

3 - Participation and 
Engagement 

PUBLIC TRANSPORT is critical to 
connecting and engaging older 
people with their community. 
Visiting family, friends, parks, 
gardens, libraries, galleries, 
coffee shops, volunteering, 
employment, multi generational 
housing, sharing resources are 
vital for physical and mental 
wellbeing and elemental of 
healthy communities. We all need 
something worthwhile to get up 
for each day. Older people report 
feeling less safe on trams, feel 
they are jerky, often crowded and 
difficult to get on and off. Also 
report some bus drivers stop and 
start suddenly causing 
passengers to feel unsafe, 
although the fact there is a driver 
visible on a bus helps older 
people’s perception of safety. 

4 - Spirituality 

Dementia, dependence, death, 
euthanasia are all difficult 

discussions, but discussions 
older people desire. The alarming 
increase in depression (in 
younger people more so than in 
the ageing population) and 
chronic illnesses, such as 
diabetes, heart disease and 
obesity, appear to have 
increased with our worship of 
materialism and want it now 
society.  

As providers of PUBLIC 
TRANSPORT we are in the driving 
seat and have the privilege to 
take on and understand the 
challenges identified by the 
focus group and deliver our 
service with DIGNITY AND 
RESPECT and add quality of life to 
our increasing years.  

For more information search for 
Ageing Well, WHO Global Network 
of Ageing Cities, Age Friendly 
Cities-Manchester. 

Rhonda Renwick 
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Latrobe Valley Bus Line Mission Statement: Contribute to the economic growth of our community and environment by providing quality, safe, dependable, 

accessible services that are responsive to our communities needs. 

LATROBE VALLEY BUS LINES 
BUSINESS UPDATE 

2016 commenced with a BANG for LV Bus Lines. We have successfully completed a 
number of projects, both scheduled and unscheduled and I am very proud of our ability 

to work as a team to achieve a high standard of professionalism. 

Our efforts across the Feb / 
March period operating V/Line 
planned and unplanned work was 
outstanding. All drivers and 
Supervisors contributed to a very 
busy and demanding period, 
pushing our resources to the limit 
at times. A special thanks to 
Darren Harris for coordinating a 
large portion of the V/Line 
planning over this period and 
Rachel Gladman for coordinating 
the administration.  

As many of you will be aware, we 
successfully received our B Corp 
accreditation. A B Corp business 
consistently demonstrates the 
highest standards of social and 
environmental performance, 
public transparency, and legal 
accountability. Accreditation is a 
significant achievement for LV 
Bus Lines and we celebrated by 
running a social media campaign. 
Hopefully you have all noticed our 
B Connected logo on our Euro 6 
bus #76 BS01CL. We have 
received some quality entries 

from the public and have 
presented a number of prizes 
promoting our local businesses.  

#GetSunflowered Latrobe Valley, 
a very colourful and dynamic 
project coordinated by RMIT, 
beautifying our community with 
fields of sun flowers in various 
colours. LVBL donated our hire 
drive, transporting the RMIT team 
and work for the dole participants 
around the planning areas.  

Smartrak is online, allowing us to 
view bus movements in real time 
across Latrobe Valley and the 
state. Smartrak generates a 
number of reports and retains 
historical data for a considerable 
period of time. Amongst other 
things, Smartrak has given us the 
ability to assist passengers and 
the general public with bus 
movement enquiries. 

AUSTimber Expo, we have been 
working with both AUSTimber and 
the Latrobe City for 18 months, 
planning the bus movements and 
services offered across the Expo 
period. Congratulations to all 
Supervisors and drivers, this was 
a huge success and we received 

a number of very positive 
comments about the bus 
services provided. Overall we 

moved in excess of 8000 people 
across the three day period for 
AUSTimber. Outstanding LVBL 
team work, communication and 
planning all contributed to 
supporting a very professional 
and successful AUSTimber Expo, 
we hope to see its return in 2020.  

Vic Roads; SHINE A LIGHT ON ROAD 
SAFETY; LVBL participated in a 
very important road safety 
campaign on the 6th May, raising 
awareness of those impacted by 
road trauma and highlighting the 
need for increased driver 
vigilance on our roads. 

Operationally, two very important 
projects are being ticked off our 
outstanding list as I type this 
newsletter article. An extension 
to route 45, Traralgon North and 
the B Light / B Lane change at 
Airfield Road and Princes 
Highway. 

Thank you team for a very 
successful start to 2016. I am 
confident the remainder of the 
year will be equally as productive. 

Keep bussing. 

Anna Tyben 
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Latrobe Valley Bus Line Mission Statement: Contribute to the economic growth of our community and environment by providing quality, safe, dependable, 

accessible services that are responsive to our communities needs. 

FLEET & WORKSHOP 
UPDATE 

Change in operating hours in the workshop has given a greater coverage for maintenance with vehicle 
availability. Influx of new vehicles has been a great help, keeping in mind they do have software upgrades, 

warranty recalls and this also has impact on operations. We are trying to make sure vehicles are off road for 
shorts period where possible. Upcoming projects for next six months, to complete new livery on our vehicles 

and source body repairs work from outside bus operators in the valley. 

Fleet   

Injection of new vehicles for 2016 
& 2017 are nine route service and 
two school buses. First five route 
service buses are already in 
service. Most of our older 
vehicles are up for sale e.g. Man 
15 220, Hino, Mercedes Benz. This 
will make a big impact on the 
average age of the fleet, vehicles 
off road and also hours available 
for maintenance. 

Training   

Training is an ongoing project for 
staff, injection of newer vehicles 
and staff. In the past months 
workshop staff have been  
training and up skilling.  

Staff 

Jayantha Devottu has settled well 
in Latrobe Valley, does miss India 
every now and than, also he is 
cold. Slowly we are working on 
converting Jay to support AFL and 
the Australian cricket team. Mark 
Thorburn has settled well in 
Morwell and looking forward to 
taking up an apprenticeship in 

heavy diesel in the near future. 

AUSTimber Project  

AUSTimber Expo was a great 
achievement for LVBL and credit 
goes to all staff. A special thanks 

to maintenance staff who 
ensured all vehicles were ready 
for transport without any 
complications, we experienced 
seamless running across the 
expo. 

CMS – Maintenances System   

LVBL implemented CMS 
maintenances system to 
streamline defect reporting by 
drivers or workshop, completion 
of defects, scheduled services, 
warranty repairs and record 
keeping to comply with Transport 
Service Victoria. 

We encourage all staff to report 
any issue with the vehicles that 
you may think is not right or is a 
problem or a concern. Issues 
reported won’t be held against 
any staff member. If workshop is 
unable to locate a problem, then 
the workshop supervisor will 
contact the staff member for 
further information. In your view if 
the defect is not fixed please re-
enter it again and consult with 
your supervisor. 

All defects reported and service 
histories are used by the 
maintenance division for the 
following purposes: 

Warranty claims – With all new  
vehicles  

Scheduling services -  Assists 
workshop in planning service 
schedule by time or kilometres.  

Planning repairs – Assists 
workshop to plan repairs on 
vehicles to minimise time off 
road. 

Budgeting – LVBL can plan a 
budget for servicing and repairs.  

Purchasing vehicles – History of 
vehicles allows us to purchase 
vehicles with minimum running 
costs. 

Staffing – Allows LVBL to ensure 
number of man hours allowed  to 
maintain the fleet.   

Maintenance System is a new 
challenge for all staff including 
workshop they are having some 
difficulty keeping up with the 
demand. Yes, some of the 
defects take longer than others, 
if you have any concerns please 
make it known to your supervisor.  

Please do not report defects or 
concerns verbally because they 
can get missed. We spend 
minimal time when vehicles come 

up for services and repairs. 
Drivers spend most of their time 
in these vehicles, we respect 
your opinion. 

Hermant Singh 
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Latrobe Valley Bus Line Mission Statement: Contribute to the economic growth of our community and environment by providing quality, safe, dependable, 

accessible services that are responsive to our communities needs. 

Damian workin’ hard, or hardly workin’ 

Rodney working 
hard! 

A very worried 
Wayne Gee! 

Todd loves to pose 
for the camera 

Michael with stores 
under control 

Anthony & Jack messing 
with AUSTimber signage 

Squirrel all smiles at 
the workshop 

Final inspections at the AUSTimber Expo in 
April at Flynn  

Wayne working his magic putting AUSTimber signage on 
all buses for Saturday 

Machinery on display at AUSTimber, 
showing us all how its done  
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Latrobe Valley Bus Line Mission Statement: Contribute to the economic growth of our community and environment by providing quality, safe, dependable, 
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The six months since the last issue of the “Driver” the company has settled down a bit in the department of 
recruitment. From the last influx of new drivers things have fitted in quite well and productively, with new 
drivers really settling into their new careers. As of January this year, 5 new staff have joined the ranks here at 
LVBL.   

In the Traralgon depot we have Craig Wilson and Anthony Siddle. At the Morwell depot we have Gene Jarvis 
and Craig Dean, who initially starting casual school run in Moe.  

Phil Maher is back on deck full time having come from a lengthy recovery due to a serious workplace injury. 
Good to have you back and straight into normal work routine. 

Congratulations also to Peter Flanigan who was successful in his application of a full time temporary school 
bus driver contract, in the Morwell depot. 

In the last six months we have not have much movement in the case of staff leaving the LVBL family. Morwell 
depot accepted the resignation of John Bagshaw who finished up in March. We wish John they best and good 
fortunes during his extensive travels around the nation. Out of the Traralgon depot, Jeanette Farrelly handed 
in her resignation and finished up in December 2016. We wish her luck with her new adventures up north.  

I hope that everyone at all three depots and workshop have introduced themselves by now to our new 
comers and have given them a warm welcome to the LVBL family. 

Atilio Calderon 

HUMAN RESOURCE UPDATE 
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MOE DEPOT 

I would like to send our deepest 
sympathy out to Peter Gay’s wife 
Heather and daughters Holly & 
Penny on the passing of Peter on 
the 8th March 2016. Peter was a 
well liked and respectful driver in 
our company. Peter worked at all 
three depots during his time at 
LVBL. He loved his football and 
would enjoy a bit of banter about 
his beloved Carlton. Peter will be 
sadly missed by all, a good bloke 
gone too soon. 

Not a lot of news in Moe as things 
have been quiet. Bruce Mills has 
planted the winter crop in the 
veggie garden and all is growing 
well. 

Driver assessments are 
underway and will be on Vehicle 
Inspections, Accident and 
Emergency, so stay tuned as 
Marty will be coming your way. 
Training is a constant tool that we 
all do to improve our driving and 
passenger communication skills. 

That’s it from Moe. 

Max 

MORWELL DEPOT 

At Morwell depot we have seen 
some new buses arrive into the 
fleet being bus  number 103 route 
service vehicle and bus 100  as a 
charter/school bus which have 
been great additions. 

Speaking of new additions, Dean, 
Holly, Dulcie and Luke Mills 
welcome Samuel Edward, born 
21st May weighing 9lbs 9oz, 
congratulations! Don and Noreen 
Peterson welcome their new 
grandson Charlie into the family, 
all are doing well. 

Congratulations to Tim Norton and 
his new bride Renee on their 
recent marriage in Thailand, 
followed by a big honeymoon to 
the U.S.A. 

We welcome aboard Peter 
Flanigan who has commenced full 
time on the Jeeralang  run.  
Morwell also welcome casual 
drivers Craig Dean and  Gene 
Jarvis. Craig has transferred 
across from the Moe depot and 
has taken on the Boolarra school 

bus run. 

Around the depot we have added 
some sporting equipment to help 
the drivers move and groove 
during their spare time with some 
serious 3 pointers being dunked 
in the basketball ring. 

We would like to thank and 
congratulate all the staff who 
contributed to the successful 
running of the recent AUSTimber 
expo held in April. It was a great 
event for the  Latrobe Valley and 
hope to see it return in 4 years 
time. 

March saw LVBL lose a valued 
past employee. Peter Gay worked  
across all three depots driving 
both route service and school 
buses. Peter will be missed by all. 

So once again its been a 
constructive and eventful few 
months at Morwell and look 
forward to seeing what’s in store 
over the coming months. 

Tom & Jane 

TRARALGON DEPOT 

What a busy 6 months its been at 
Traralgon depot. From V/Line 
replacement services, AUSTimber 
Expo and School trips. 

We welcome new recruits to the 
Traralgon team.  

In December Glen Smart started 
as a stand-by driver, very 
different from owning his own 
business as a cabinet maker. 

New route service driver, Anthony 
Siddle. Most drivers would 
recognise him. Anthony is 
fulfilling his dream job as a bus 
driver. Its great having such a 
positive young man on board. 

Welcome to new stand-by driver 
Craig ‘Vealer’ Wilson, he has fitted 
into the depot quite well, and 
brings with him his bright 
personality. Prior to LVBL Craig 
was a Linesman and also owned 
Turks Sports Bar. 

The Traralgon Social club have a 
new look committee with Dave 
Hood, Bob Smith and Greg McAllan  

successful in the positions, and 

have started off well. 

Congratulations to Phillip 
Milbourne on becoming a 
qualified Diesel train driver. Phil 
Volunteers his time on the 
Walhalla Goldfields Railway. 

The depot has been very busy 
with off rosters, schools going on 
trips to Melbourne, Healesville 
and even Canberra. The 
Supervisors would like to thank all 
drivers who helped out with the 
V/Line replacement. 

Drivers are reminded that there 
are two entry gates located in 
Wheeldon Court and only one exit 
gate on Head St.  

Ian Hartley this year is running a 
footy tipping comp with all rounds 
being tipped before the start of 
the season with some drivers 
doing quite well.  

Darren, Jeff & Paul 

Latrobe Valley Bus Line Mission Statement: Contribute to the economic growth of our community and environment by providing quality, safe, dependable, 

accessible services that are responsive to our communities needs. 

Bandits Gary Wicklander and Jack 
the dog managed to sneak their 
way into intensive care to visit a 
surprised Danny LaFrantz. ‘Only 
you Gazza could get a dog into 
intensive care!’ 
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8 BENEFITS TO OUIT TODAY AND 
REPAIR YOUR BODY 

All resources and images courtesy of quit.org 

30% of all strokes in individuals 
under 65 years of age are 

caused by smoking. Cigarette 
smoking is a cause of stroke - 

damage to the brain due to 
problems with blood flow or the 

escape of blood into the brain 
tissue. After you quit, your risk of 

stroke decreases steadily. After 
fifteen years your risk is close to 
that of someone who has never 

smoked.  

Quitting smoking offers immediate and long-term benefits. 
Quitting reduces the risk of developing smoking-related diseases and 
improves your health in multiple ways.  
 

Tobacco smoking contributes to more deaths and hospitalisations than 
alcohol and illicit drug use combined. Smokers are also 1.4 times more likely 
to be absent from work than non-smokers. Smoking is a slow way to die; 
the strain put on your body by smoking often causes years of suffering. 
Tobacco smoke contains over 7,000 chemicals; at least  69 of these 
chemicals are known to cause cancer.  
 

Latrobe Valley Bus Lines is committed to maintaining a safe and hazard free 
workplace for its employees.  If you’re thinking about quitting, speak with 
your GP or visit www.quit.org.au, there is a number of resources available to 
assist you in your journey to be a healthier you. 

How fast and how well 
your body recovers can 
depend on the number 

of cigarettes you 
normally smoke and how 

long you’ve been 
smoking, and whether 

you already have a 
smoking-related 

disease. 
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EMPLOYEE HEALTH & WELLBEING 
DON’T FORGET TO STRETCHHHH! 

Benefits of regular stretching: 

⇒ Increases range of motion, reduces sprain-strain injury risks, and helps control 
postural fatigue; 

⇒ Warms and prepares muscles, pre-fuelling them with oxygen and other needed 

chemicals; 
⇒ Reduces internal friction and stiffness involving muscles, tendons, joints, and 

ligaments; 
⇒ Reduces soreness and fatigue from long-term sitting, driving, bending, or reaching; 
⇒ Improves comfort and decreases fatigue related to physical exertion, lifting and 

using tools. 

EXERCISES TO  
DO AT WORK 
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GETSUNFLOWERED 
LVBL have been supporting ReActivate: Latrobe Valley and their 
Getsunflowered project. As you have likely seen there have been a number 
of vacant lots around the area being turned into sunflower gardens as a 
way of brightening up the area and connecting the community.  

This season was the second year in the project, and saw the testing of 32 
varieties of sunflowers, showcasing a spectrum of sunflowers, from short 
and orange to yellow and giant, there was an incredible range on display 
for all to see.  

Another highlight of the project was an Easter Egg hunt at the Moe 
sunflower site, drawing in over 600 children and their parents, who took 
home 2,500 chocolate eggs that were kindly donated by local businesses.  

The final event of the season saw a garden party at Beattie crescent in 
Morwell where food and entertainment was shared by all the guests and 
sponsors who attended, with LVBL being presented a plaque of 
appreciation for their support throughout the project.  

As a major sponsor of the project, LVBL has been transporting the 
Getsunflowered team to the various sunflower sites across the Latrobe 
Valley.  

KINDRED SPIRITS FOUNDATION 

Kindred Spirits Foundation, in collaboration with The Funding Network and 
supported by LVBL, recently hosted their first live-crowdfunding event. The 
aim was to raise money in support of three grassroots community groups; 
The United Muslim Sisters of the Latrobe Valley, Bulleen Heights School, 
and the Thathangathay Foundation.  

The event, held at the Westpac building in the Melbourne CBD, was a great 
success, with exactly $100,000 being raised across the 3 projects, with 
pledges ranging from $100 to $10,000. Some in the crowd even 
energetically challenged each other to match their pledge, creating a fun, 
and incredibly generous atmosphere.  

Around 130 people attended the night, and were treated to incredible 
views, fabulous music and fantastic food. Guests were also lucky enough 
to be treated to wine donated by Narkoojee Winery.  

There were many magic moments during the evening, but none more 
so than when the groups were informed of the total raised for their project  
reactions were priceless, and they quickly expressed how truly grateful 
they were to all those who pledged. 

An enjoyable and successful evening for all! 

PHIL CHASING TRAIN DREAMS 
Phil Milbourne has been volunteering at Walhalla Goldfields Railway since 
2005, and despite only being up there around once a month, has finally 
qualified as a Diesel Locomotive Assistant (DLA). 

This qualification is a stepping stone to becoming a Tourist Railway Driver. 
A significant step towards Phil’s life goal of becoming a train driver, it was a 
long drawn out process that had him starting as a guard and working in 
that capacity for a number of years, as well as studying for the 
qualification in order to graduate. 

‘It’s a similar feeling to getting your driving licence for the first time’, Phil 
stated. 

The next step for Phil is to work as a DLA for around a year, he plans to 
work hard in order to achieve this as soon as possible. ‘Driving a bus is 
pretty good, I consider it to be driving a train with rubber wheels, but 
driving a train will be something special’.  

LVBL is excited for Phil in his pursuit of this goal, and wishes him all the 
best in the challenges to come.  

Latrobe Valley Bus Line Mission Statement: Contribute to the economic growth of our community and environment by providing quality, safe, dependable, 

accessible services that are responsive to our communities needs. 
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B CORP SOCIAL MEDIA  
COMPETITION 

Throughout March and April, LVBL has been celebrating becoming a B Corp with our 
social media photo competition. To win, members of the community had to find our Euro 

6 B Corp branded bus, take a photo and provide a few details on our Facebook or 
Instagram pages. We received a number of fantastic entries and the weekly winners 

won prizes from local businesses such as Qu Bah, Iimis, Stadium 34, and Village 

Cinemas. 
The competition was all about celebrating and gaining awareness of the B Corp 
movement, which at its core is all about ethics, accountability, and social and 

environmental responsibility in business. Aspects of business LVBL is truly passionate 
about. Here are a few of our favourite entries. 
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LVBL would like to thank and acknowledge the 
following staff members for displaying an 

exceptional level of persistence, resilience and 
commitment to their role within the company. 

Gary WicklanderGary WicklanderGary WicklanderGary Wicklander    
John TangJohn TangJohn TangJohn Tang    

Graham MackiesonGraham MackiesonGraham MackiesonGraham Mackieson    
Jane BoneJane BoneJane BoneJane Bone    

Murray HowdenMurray HowdenMurray HowdenMurray Howden    

Management would like to recognise all 
drivers and Supervisors that assisted during 
the V/Lines replacement services early 2016 
and AUSTimber Expo across the 11th - 16th 

April, and for drivers that took on extra shifts 
to make normal running at each depot as 

efficient as possible over this period. 

Peter GayPeter GayPeter GayPeter Gay    

Dignity and respect are 
two wonderful attributes 
of Peter Gay and aptly 

describe the way he 
interacted with all of us 
at LVBL  and with our 

customers.  

We will always treasure 
his friendship and in his 
wife Heather’s words, 
with bus driving he 

finally found a job he 
loved.  

We miss him.  

John ‘Ace’ NolanJohn ‘Ace’ NolanJohn ‘Ace’ NolanJohn ‘Ace’ Nolan    

Our deepest sympathy 
goes out to Ace’s wife 

Judith and their family. 

Ace was quite the 
character around LVBL, 
and was never short of a 

joke or story to tell.  

He will be dearly missed 
by so many throughout 

the company, he was well 
liked by all students, 
parents and drivers. 

Danny LaFrantzDanny LaFrantzDanny LaFrantzDanny LaFrantz    

It is with much sadness 
we inform you Danny 

LaFrantz lost his long and 
hard fought battle with 

cancer. 

Danny was very proud 
and determined and with 
Gary and Linda’s support, 
he battled his illness to the 

very end.  

Our deepest sympathies 
are extended to Danny’s 
family, Gary, Linda and 

his close mates within the 
company.  


